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            Winter moth

        

        

    
    
        One of the few moths that fly in winter, often seen in car headlights.
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            Who's moving into your garden this winter? 

        

        

    
    
        October has arrived and while we feel the chill of Autumn and the inky night skies drawing in, leaves are ready to burst into warm, vibrant hues of red and gold.  This final instalment of…
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            Hibernation – wildlife’s winter survival strategy

        

        

    
    
        The Wildlife Trusts’ youth activism manager, Arran Wilson, draws on his background as a lecturer in zoology to explore what exactly hibernation is, and which animals rely on it to get through…
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            New website launched by conservationists & fishers about the benefits of Marine Protected Areas in Dorset

        

        

    
    
        A new website about Marine Protected Areas (MPA’s) has been launched this week to highlight the important marine wildlife of Dorset. It aims to explain the complex and confusing system of Marine…
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        Jamie fell in love with wildlife taking his dog for walks at Attenborough Nature Reserve as a young boy to keep him occupied. Now he is inspiring the next generation working with the Keeping It…
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            Dog's mercury

        

        

    
    
        Often seen carpeting the floor of ancient woodlands, Dog's mercury can quickly colonise, its fresh green leaves shading out rarer plants. It is also very poisonous.
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            Beadlet anemone

        

        

    
    
        Have you ever seen those dark red jelly blobs whilst rockpooling? These incredible creatures are beadlet anemones! They live attached to rocks all around the coast of the UK, the base of their…
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            Crested dog's-tail

        

        

    
    
        Growing in tufts, Crested dog's-tail is a stiff-looking grass, with a tightly packed, rectangular flower spike. Look for it in lowland meadows and grasslands.
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        This sea snail is abundant on rocky shores around the UK. It is an active predator, feasting on mussels and barnacles before retreating to crevices to rest.
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        This long-lived bivalve can be found buried in the sand on the south and west coasts of the UK.
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            My water filter

        

        

    
    
        Duncan helps to manage the pockets of peatland at Bell Crag Flow, near Newcastle. The ancient landscapes that he works on are around 10,000 years old. These sites are great for wildlife but they…
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